Fenn & Fen are registered trademarks for internationally renowned brands of vermin traps. The registered owner, at the Intellectual Property Office (IPO) of the UK Government, is Mr James Grant - a mechanical engineer with a record of successful designs of spring driven devices.

Retail distribution is undertaken by Fenn Traps Limited. The Fenn and Fen designs are currently licensed to only two manufacturers. The relevant Manufacturer Product Numbers (MPN) are 2404194601, 2404194602, 2404194603, 2404194604, 2404194606 and 2404194608.

It is illegal to import, manufacture, offer for sale, sell, advertise or distribute counterfeit or infringing Fenn or Fen products. These activities are in violation of the law and can carry both criminal and civil penalties.

The registered owner works diligently to protect the Fenn & Fen brand reputations for vermin control products and to protect consumers from duplicitous sellers who offer fake or unauthorized merchandise that is inferior to genuine Fenn & Fen genuine merchandise.

Brand enforcement measures are implemented to ensure that the Fenn & Fen trademarks and related trademarks are not violated. The Fenn and Fen brands are rigorously protected. This includes making any alterations to the registered designs or using selected parts from a design to make new ones.

Ebay is immediately notified of any auction listings containing unauthorized uses of Fenn or Fen trademarks and auction listings reasonably believed to offer for sale-authorized merchandise.